EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
Questions, concerns, or announcements to be passed on to the Executive Committee should be addressed to Jessica Brodsky or Ming Chen, EC Student Representatives for 2018-19.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
February 12 (Tuesday): Lincoln’s Birthday observed. The Graduate Center is closed.
February 14 (Thursday): Deadline for filing an add with special written permission or drop (without the grade of “W” appearing on the student record), changes of level, or residency changes for the Spring 2019 semester. All changes that may affect student billing must be completed by this date. No petitions for changes will be accepted after this date.
February 18 (Monday): Presidents’ Day observed. The Graduate Center is closed.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Colloquium: Cognitive Development in Digital Playgrounds
Time: February 26 (Tuesday) 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM
Location: Room 6304.01
Please join us for presentations of some papers from the special issue of Cognitive Development titled Cognitive Development in Digital Playgrounds:

- Dr. Colette Daiute (The Graduate Center, CUNY) will present “Studying cognitive development in digital playgrounds”
- Dr. Bruce Homer (The Graduate Center, CUNY) will present “Activating adolescents’ ‘hot’ executive functions in a digital game to train cognitive skills: The effects of age and prior abilities”
- Dr. Jan Plass (New York University) will present “The effect of adaptive difficulty adjustment on the effectiveness of a game to develop executive function skills for learners of different ages”
- Dr. Phil Kreniske (Columbia University) will present “Expressive innovation: How first-year college students introduced emoticons to the curriculum”

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Follow Ed Psych on Social Media and Share Your Work
Ed Psych is getting active on social media! At this time, we have a Twitter account (@CunyGCEdPsych) and a Facebook page.
The goal of these feeds is to promote your scholarly and academic work and our great program! Please email Maya (mrose4@gradcenter.cuny.edu) and/or Kelvin (kwallace2@gc.cuny.edu) when you have a recent publication, pilot defense, dissertation proposal or defense, are attending or are
part of an upcoming conference, attended an exciting event, are aware of a colloquium, or anything exciting!

In your email, please include the following:
1. Name and Twitter handle (if you have one)
2. Heading (e.g. conference title, paper title)
3. Description (140 character max)

Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter so you can be tagged in the post!

If anyone wants to set up a meeting to further talk about how we can promote/evolve our social media presence, please email Maya (mrose4@gradcenter.cuny.edu) and/or Kelvin (kwallace2@gc.cuny.edu).

Digital Camera Available for Photographing Events
A digital camera is now available for students to borrow to photograph program events for the website. Please contact Kelvin Wallace (kwallace2@gc.cuny.edu) for more information.

Jessica Brodsky and Ming Chen
Student Representatives, Executive Committee
jbrodsky1@gradcenter.cuny.edu
mchen3@gradcenter.cuny.edu
Please let us know if there is anything you would like us to address at the monthly meetings!